ASHS - Horse Details
WINDARMIN TIA MARIA

Registration/Recording #: 166685
Sex: Mare
Foaling Date: 16/10/2004
Colour: PALOMINO
DNA: Not Parentage Verified
Competition Status: Not Eligible
Registration Status: Stud Book
Sire: STRAIT SCOTCH
Dam: TEE KAY AQUA DONNA
Breeder: AT & C Estall
Current Owner: AJ & KR Bushell Partnership
Progeny: None
Breeding: [5 generations]
Sire Bloodlines: [View]
Dam Bloodlines: [View]

WINDARMIN TIA MARIA

View Markings

HALL OF FAME STATUS
Heritage Stock Horse Status

AB 50-100% Approved Breed

FS Foundation Sire
HSH Heritage Stock Horse
IS Impact Sire
FM Foundation Mare
IM Impact Mare

HSB 100% Thoroughbred
MB 50-100% Modern Breed
MBP 100% Modern Breed

ABP 100% Approved Breed
UB 50-100% Unknown Breed
UBP 100% Unknown Breed

LH Limited Heritage - not eligible under other codes

References in Pedigrees - Refer to Rules and Regulations for status descriptions
COMPETITION STATUS - Not Eligible
Horses that have Competition Status - Not Eligible are NOT eligible to participate in events restricted to Registered Australian Stock Horses.
Such horses may be suspended, deceased, owner unfinancial, sold to non-Member, foal recorded, not registered or registered for breeding purposes only.

Animal: WINDARMIN TIA MARIA

Sire: STRAIT SCOTCH
   - livinggood sire 02
   - JOSHUA JOHN
   - TARALGA LANES PRIDE

Dam: TEE KAY AQUA DONNA
   - BULLENBONG WIRIKI - HSH
   - BULLENBONG OOLDEA
   - EVERLEIGH EMMA
   - glen alice star 02
   - PETIT ABRE MELENA GAY
   - GLENALICE TRIXIE
   - thundering jet 02
   - DON DEE AQUAJET
   - capricorn blazette 02

Competitions Status - Not Eligible
Horses that have Competition Status - Not Eligible are NOT eligible to participate in events restricted to Registered Australian Stock Horses.
Such horses may be suspended, deceased, owner unfinancial, sold to non-Member, foal recorded, not registered or registered for breeding purposes only.
DNA

Not Parentage Verified - Parentage NOT verified by DNA Testing

Parentage Verified - BOTH Sire and Dam verified by DNA Testing

Sire Verified Only - ONLY Sire verified by DNA Testing

Dam Verified Only - ONLY Dam verified by DNA Testing